Cofense Vision™
QUARANTINE PHISHING ATTACKS IN PROGRESS

Unfortunately, the truth is phishing works. If your company gets hit with a
massive attack, and you have amazingly trained employees who report it
immediately… great! But what happens to the unreported emails? Do they
just sit in an inbox waiting for someone to open them accidentally and
expose the threat? How do you get ahead of the threat?
With Cofense VisionTM this is no longer an issue.

FIND THE ENTIRE PHISHING CAMPAIGN.
Cofense Vision stores, indexes, and enriches a moving window of
emails in a client environment. Using the Cofense Vision Discover
feature, security operations teams are able to find the full breadth of
an attack, quickly and efficiently.
Cofense Vision Discover can precisely determine all of the messages
that are part of a phishing campaign across your ENTIRE organization.
It searches all of the messages that meet a set of criteria, so operators
can quickly find the emails, quarantine, and mitigate the threat.  

DIG DEEPER.

Key Benefits
Fast detection of threats
One-click quarantine of
malicious messages
Part of Cofense’s Phishing
Security Orchestration,
Automation and Response
(SOAR) platform to help
organizations deal with
phishing threats
Faster incident response and
mitigation
Ability to orchestrate analysis,
automate remediation tasks,
and quickly respond to the
threats

Messages stored in Cofense Vision can be queried based upon
Sender, Subject and Date, which Microsoft offers today, but they can
be further queried with criteria beyond what is available via Microsoft’s
API. As threat actors alter their techniques, operators can start hunting
for similar items, and quickly find and mitigate attacks with similar
patterns. The key to managing a phishing threat is being able to
determine where that email is lurking in your email server.

END THE THREAT.
Once the threat is detected, Cofense Vision Quarantine can rapidly isolate the messages in the Microsoft
Exchange or Office 365 mailboxes. A simple click will quarantine the bad messages in Microsoft Exchange and
Office 365 from all user inboxes, without disrupting your organization’s day-to-day activities.

Find the Entire Campaign and
Dig Deeper with Cofense Vision
LEARN MORE AT COFENSE.COM/VISION

